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GATEWAY ENTERTAINMENT (GE), A SINGAPORE-BASED 
creative arts company, has been producing and staging unique 
artistic, drama and musical performances since the turn of the 
Millennium. To better serve the community and Singapore’s 
burgeoning arts and entertainment industry, the company 
embarked on an ambitious project in 2014 to rebuild the 
former Touch Community Theatre.  

The original building was demolished and following a S$50 
million redevelopment project, a new nine-storey venue in Bukit 
Merah Central rose from the dust. Now known as Gateway 
Theatre, it is a multi-theatre venue that aims to be a creative 
arts space that promotes made-in-Singapore works and talents 
of all cultures. With its goal of developing an appreciation of 
the arts within the heartlands of Bukit Merah and in Singapore, 
Gateway Theatre looks set to continue transforming the arts 

and entertainment industry in the country. This includes a 
passionate emphasis on the audio systems it utilises.

The two-storey high, 930-seat theatre includes a movable 
orchestra pit, a 10m stage and a stage lift. Working closely with 
audio consultants, Alpha Acoustics, Electronics & Engineering 
Pte Ltd (E&E) was contracted to design, supply and install the 
audio system in the main auditorium, black box theatre, dance 
studio and the building’s iconic rooftop Sky Garden. As such 
a Dante network formed the basis of the nine-storey facility 
from the outset. Dante provides solid bi-directional audio 
communications and provides Mik N Su and his technical team 

throughout the whole building. 
The entire Gateway Theatre venue is supported by an Allen & 

Heath dLive digital console platform, which was selected for its 

control and Dante networking options. The Harmony user 
interface comes with gesture control, integrating screen and 
wrap-around controls with a 12-inch capacitive touchscreen 

distributed design incorporates a dLive control Surface with a 
separate MixRack housing all the processing power. ‘The audio 
quality is extremely good and the platform suits our needs 
perfectly in terms of inputs and outputs,’ explains Mr Su, who 
worked as a touring engineer for many of the main production 
companies in Singapore.

its DSP from a DM64 Stagebox incorporating common 

provides capacity for 128 inputs with full processing and 

with full processing on all 64 mix channels. Linked to a DM32 
Stagebox, an S5000 surface is used for operations at the 

expansion units, whilst network connectivity has been enabled 
with the addition of a Dante network card. 

side Anya modules supplemented in the lower frequencies 

such applications requiring precise coverage with the ability 
to adapt coverage in seconds. ‘We’re running the speakers 

you can direct the energy where you need to and there’s great 
feedback rejection.’ 

that provide a continuous line of apertures on a horn that 

The E&E team was called in to meet the audio needs of the performing  
arts spaces in Singapore’s new Gateway Theatre. Richard Lawn

Opening the Gateway
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The new Gateway Theatre is a new nine-storey venue in 
Bukit Merah Central

The L-R FOH system in the main theatre consists of eight-
per-side Anya modules supplemented by four Otto sub 
modules on an adjacent hang

Mikam Naoko Su (head of audio) at the controls of the 
dLive S7000 Surface
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EAW MicroWedge monitors provide a compact footprint on stage

Terence Tan, Zubair, Andy Boon and Mikam Naoko Su at FOH

The 930-seat theatre includes a movable orchestra pit, 
10m stage and stage lift

The Clear-Com FreeSpeak II Base II station can support up to 
25 belt-packs via ten transceiver antennas and two splitters
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Fireface UFX+ and ARC USB
More I/O – featuring 188 channels of future proof I/O, including

Thunderbolt technology™, USB3 and MADI, and with free routing of everything  

to everywhere, you have all the connectivity you’ll ever need.

More gain – an all new preamplifier design gives incredible amounts of usable gain. 

More functionality – connect the optional ARC USB and benefit from unlimited routing 

and mixing control at your fingertips. Improved DURec recording from the front panel now 

timestamps your audio files.

Less latency – together, RME’s famous low latency hardware and  innovative drivers deliver 

maximum performance without limits,  for your Mac, PC and iOS devices. 

+

Introducing tomorrow’s 
Control Room, today!

Thunderbolt is a trademark of Intel Corporation in the U.S. 
and/or other countries. iOS and Mac OS are trademarks of Apple Inc. 


